
ʺIdentifying tomorrow’s talents…ʺ
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is a tool that predicts
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about
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RIGOROUS SCIENTIFIC STUDIES
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PLAYER’S NAME & SURNAME: Morgan David POSITION: Defensive Midfielder

BIRTH DATE: 03/10/1985

PREDICTA FOOTBALL - 2019

CONFIDENTIAL

ANXIETY

COMPETITIVENESS

TASTE FOR CHALLENGE

PFC (Planning, Flexibility, Creativity)

COMMITMENT

AUTONOMY

REACTIONS TOWARDS PROBLEMS

Raw scores (out of 20) of the player and squad

Position of player’s scores within the squad
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PLAYER SQUAD

COMPETITIVENESS 8 7>

REACTIONS TOWARDS PROBLEMS 6 14<

ANXIETY 11 8>

COMMITMENT 11 8>

TASTE FOR CHALLENGE 18 15>

AUTONOMY 13 11>

PFC (Planning, Flexibility, Creativity) 16 11>

DATE OF ASSESSMENT: 01/09/2019

92

81

Cognitive dimensions

Figures in this graph indicate the percentage of other players in the squad scoring lower than the player. It thus gives the relative position of the player within the squad for each one

of the cognitive dimension. For instance, 64% of the squad score lower than the player on the dimension ʺAnxiety ʺ, and 15% of the squad score lower than the player on the

dimension ʺCommitmentʺ. A high score indicates that the player’s skills are better than most of other players of the squad on a given dimension.



CONFIDENTIAL

ANXIETY 1,3
time MORE likely to reach professional aims in the future than other

players of this squad showing lower scores

The assessment of cognitive

dimensions are computed

independently and should be interpreted

individually. It makes no sense to combine

the different figures in any way across

cognitive dimensions.

COMPETITIVENESS 2,2
times MORE likely to reach professional aims in the future than other

players of this squad showing lower scores

TASTE FOR CHALLENGE 2,7
times MORE likely to reach professional aims in the future than other

players of this squad showing lower scores

AUTONOMY 1,9
time MORE likely to reach professional aims in the future than other

players of this squad showing lower scores

ʺTaking this cognitive 

dimension into account… ʺ
«… this player is… »

PFC

(Planning, Flexibility, Creativity) 1,8
time MORE likely to reach professional aims in the future than other

players of this squad showing lower scores

REACTIONS TOWARDS

PROBLEMS
2,9

times LESS likely to reach professional aims in the future than other

players of this squad showing higher scores

COMMITMENT
times MORE likely to reach professional aims in the future than other

players of this squad showing lower scores4,8

PREDICTA FOOTBALL - 2019
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ʺAscending order of selectivityʺ indicates that the first cognitive dimensions listed have a

better selective power than the last ones: the scientific studies used to compute the

likelihoods show that the first dimensions listed are more efficient at a statistical level to identify

talents with better skills to reach professional aims. Selectivity order does NOT mean that the first

dimensions listed are more important in itself for football practice and competition.

Player’s likelihood to reach professional aims in the future

Summary & Assistance for decision-making

Player’s selection rank

within this squad:

3rd

18

POSITIVE DIMENSIONS NEGATIVE DIMENSIONS

COMPÉTITIVENESS

TASTE FOR CHALLENGE

AUTONOMY

PFC

(Planning, Flexibility, Creativity)

COMMITMENT

REACTIONS TOWARDS

PROBLEMS

PLAYER’S NAME & SURNAME: Morgan David POSITION: Defensive Midfielder

BIRTH DATE: 03/10/1985 DATE OF ASSESSMENT: 01/09/2019

THIS PLAYER HAS THE 3rd BEST POTENTIAL OF THE SQUAD



ANXIETY

COMPETITIVENESS

TASTE FOR CHALLENGE

PFC

(Planning, Flexibility, Creativity)

COMMITMENT

AUTONOMY

REACTIONS TOWARDS PROBLEMS

Description of the cognitive and psychological dimensions

CONFIDENTIAL

What do ʺprofessionnal aimsʺ mean?

PREDICTA FOOTBALL - 2019

Predicta Football is based on predictive scientific studies

about the link between cognition, psychology and

performance. In the studies used to create Predicta

Football, professional aims correspond to objective

measures of young players’ professional success. More

precisely, measures are the likelihood that the player is

selected for a football academy in a professional club, or

the likelihood that the player leads a career and play

professional matches in a 1st division European club.

ʺPlayer’s selection rank within the squadʺ corresponds to the

player’s rank within the squad, based on the assessment of the

seven cognitive dimensions. Players ranking high are the players

we advise you to select as they have a high likelihood to reach

professional aims. Players scoring low are those we advise you

not to select insofar as other better players are available.

Assessment and assistance for decision-making are relative.

Decisions and advice regarding a given player only makes sense

when other players’ assessment are taken into account at the

same time. Player’s selection rank is solely based on our

informed interpretation. It relies on two criteria: 1/ players with a

higher likelihood to reach professional aims are, compared to

other players of the squad, positioned higher in the selection

ranking. To this end, we consider the total number of cognitive

and psychological dimensions for which the player shows a

higher likelihood to reach professional aims than other squad’s

players (number of dimensions in green vs number of dimensions

in yellow and red); 2/ cognitive and psychological dimensions with

a higher selectivity are given a bigger weight when setting the

selection rank (for instance, the dimension ʺAutonomyʺ is given a

bigger weight than the dimension ʺCompetitivenessʺ. This

statistical system of ranking is gaining power and accuracy the

more players are assessed.

How is the selection ranking established?

Player’s willingness to prove his/her skills across different tasks during practice.

Player’s concern about feeling under pressure and about failing at performing tasks.

Player’s tendency to enjoy competition and make an objective of it.

Player’s personal emphasis on reaching a professional level and lead a career as a

professional player.

Player’s willingness and commitment to invest and give him/herself chances to succeed.

Player’s tendency to solve his/her personal and professional problems with or

without the help of others.

Guide

Player’s capacity of working memory in terms of self-control, focus, mental flexibility,

creativity, planning skills and problem solving.
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